This drawing is certified subject to approval and confirmation by Mann Group that supporting structures including parapet (if any) are adequate.

Design Certification
Scaffold design complies with the structural requirements of AS/NZS 1576.1:2013

This scaffold has been designed to have no more than;

Deck(s), working platform(s) (unless noted otherwise on the drawing).

Working platforms are rated to Heavy Duty i.e. 6.6kN/bay (including up to 2.2kN/bay on adjacent hop up platforms).

CONSTRUCTION ISSUE
Subject to Design Certification

01) Do NOT obtain dimensions by scaling from the drawing.

02) Deck and hop up locations are indicative only (unless noted otherwise).

03) Refer to Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold".

04) This scaffold design relates to scaffolding components supplied by Waco Kwikform.

05) Consult with the designer for any changes.

06) Scaffold designs outside the scope of Waco Kwikform documented information require specific design certification.

07) Unless noted otherwise, scaffolds with cladding attached (e.g. up to 70% solidity) are designed for gust wind speeds of up to 25m/s (90kmh). Signage or higher solidity cladding may require additional measures.

08) Adequacy of foundation / supporting structure

a) Soleboards should be used, where required, to distribute the load e.g. scaffold erected on compacted soil etc. The soleboard configuration required depends on the bearing capacity of the foundation e.g. for a typical working leg load of 20kN, with 0.5m x 0.225m soleboards min bearing pressure of 200kPa is required.

b) It is the hirer's responsibility to ensure that all foundations / supporting structures are adequate to resist the loads from the scaffold without subsidence or deflection.

Typical imposed working loads include (specific loads provided upon request);

- up to 6kN horizontal load per tie.
- up to 20kN vertical load per leg.

09) It is the hirer's responsibility to:

a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.

b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.

c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

10) Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100 mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.

11) Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.

12) Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows;

a) End bracing to all end bays.

b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.

13) Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.
#### Scaffold Loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Initial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20m to 30m First AND Second leg to be tied within each row of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground to 20m First or Second Leg to be tied within each row of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffold Continues Max between rows of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max to first row of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max per bay (Typical) Three (3) Bays Max Between Ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Scaffold Stairs: Treads and landings within any 10m height are rated to 2.5kPa.

#### Melbourne Branch

76 William Angliss Drive, Laverton North 3026

Waco Kwikform Limited (ABN 48 002 835 396)

_(03) 8368 9220 | melbourne@wacokwikform.com.au_

This drawing is protected by Copyright laws. All rights to intellectual property contained in this drawing remain with Waco Kwikform Ltd. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this drawing, without Waco Kwikform's prior written consent is strictly prohibited.

#### CONSTRUCTION ISSUE

Subject to Design Certification

**Drawing Notes:**

01) Do NOT obtain dimensions by scaling from the drawing.
02) Deck and hop up locations are indicative only (unless noted otherwise).
03) Refer to Waco Kwikform “Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold”.
04) This scaffold design relates to scaffolding components supplied by Waco Kwikform.
05) Consult with the designer for any changes.
06) Scaffold designs outside the scope of Waco Kwikform documented information require specific design certification.
07) Unless noted otherwise, scaffolds with cladding attached (e.g. up to 70% solidity) are designed for gust wind speeds of up to 25m/s (90kmh). Signage or higher solidity cladding may require additional measures.
08) Adequacy of foundation / supporting structure
   a) Soleboards should be used, where required, to distribute the load e.g. scaffold erected on compacted soil etc. The soleboard configuration required depends on the bearing capacity of the foundation e.g. for a typical working leg load of 20kN, with 0.5m x 0.225m soleboards min bearing pressure of 200kPa is required.
   b) It is the hirer’s responsibility to ensure that all foundations / supporting structures are adequate to resist the loads from the scaffold without subsidence or deflection. Typical imposed working loads include (specific loads provided upon request);
   i) up to 6kN horizontal load per tie.
   ii) up to 20kN vertical load per leg.
09) It is the hirer’s responsibility to:
   a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
   b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
   c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.
10) Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.
11) Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform “Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold” and AS/NZS 1576.6.

**Tie Configuration Detail**

- Max 4m of scaffold permitted above the highest row of ties.
- Max 2m of cladding (e.g. up to 70% solidity shadecloth) permitted above the highest row of ties.

12) Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows;
   a) End bracing to all end bays.
   b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.
13) Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.
This drawing is protected by Copyright laws. All rights to intellectual property contained in this drawing remain with Waco Kwikform Ltd. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this drawing, without Waco Kwikform's prior written consent is strictly prohibited.

CONSTRUCTION ISSUE
Subject to Design Certification

Drawing Notes:
01) Do NOT obtain dimensions by scaling from the drawing.
02) Deck and hop up locations are indicative only (unless noted otherwise).
03) Refer to Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold".
04) This scaffold design relates to scaffolding components supplied by Waco Kwikform.
05) Consult with the designer for any changes.
06) scaffold designs outside the scope of Waco Kwikform documented information require specific design certification.
07) Unless noted otherwise, scaffolds with cladding attached (e.g. up to 70% solidity) are designed for gust wind speeds of up to 25m/s (90kmh). Signage or higher solidity cladding may require additional measures.
08) Adequacy of foundation / supporting structure:
   a) Soleboards should be used, where required, to distribute the load e.g. scaffold erected on compacted soil etc. The soleboard configuration required depends on the bearing capacity of the foundation e.g. for a typical working leg load of 20kN, with 0.5m x 0.225m soleboards min bearing pressure of 200kPa is required.
   b) It is the hirer's responsibility to ensure that all foundations / supporting structures are adequate to resist the loads from the scaffold without subsidence or deflection.
   Typical imposed working loads include (specific loads provided upon request);
   i) up to 6kN horizontal load per tie.
   ii) up to 20kN vertical load per leg.
09) It is the hirer's responsibility to:
   a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
   b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
   c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.
10) Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100 mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.
11) Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.
12) Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows;
   a) End bracing to all end bays.
   b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.
13) Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.
Subject to Design Certification

1. Covering
   This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:
   - a) 10m TWP, 1 deck(s), 1 working platform(s) (unless noted otherwise on the drawing).

2. Working platforms are rated to Heavy Duty i.e. 6.6kN/bay (including up to 2.2kN/bay on adjacent hop up platforms).

3. This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:
   - a) 4m of scaffold permitted above the highest row of ties.
   - b) 2m of cladding (e.g. up to 70% solidity shadecloth) permitted above the highest row of ties.

4. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows:
   - a) End bracing to all end bays.
   - b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.

5. Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.

6. It is the hirer's responsibility to maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.

7. It is the hirer's responsibility to ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.

8. It is the hirer's responsibility to provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

9. Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.

10. It is the hirer's responsibility to:
    - a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
    - b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
    - c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

11. It is the hirer's responsibility to:
    - a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
    - b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
    - c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

12. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows:
    - a) End bracing to all end bays.
    - b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.

13. Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.

14. It is the hirer's responsibility to:
    - a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
    - b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
    - c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

15. Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.

16. Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.

17. This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:
    - a) 10m TWP, 1 deck(s), 1 working platform(s) (unless noted otherwise on the drawing).

18. Working platforms are rated to Heavy Duty i.e. 6.6kN/bay (including up to 2.2kN/bay on adjacent hop up platforms).

19. This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:
    - a) 4m of scaffold permitted above the highest row of ties.
    - b) 2m of cladding (e.g. up to 70% solidity shadecloth) permitted above the highest row of ties.

20. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows:
    - a) End bracing to all end bays.
    - b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.

21. Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.

22. It is the hirer's responsibility to:
    - a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
    - b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
    - c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

23. Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.

24. Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.

25. This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:
    - a) 10m TWP, 1 deck(s), 1 working platform(s) (unless noted otherwise on the drawing).

26. Working platforms are rated to Heavy Duty i.e. 6.6kN/bay (including up to 2.2kN/bay on adjacent hop up platforms).

27. This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:
    - a) 4m of scaffold permitted above the highest row of ties.
    - b) 2m of cladding (e.g. up to 70% solidity shadecloth) permitted above the highest row of ties.

28. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows:
    - a) End bracing to all end bays.
    - b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.

29. Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.

30. It is the hirer's responsibility to:
    - a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
    - b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
    - c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

31. Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.

32. Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.
### Scaffold Loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Initial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20m to 30m First AND Second leg (at each end) to be tied within each row of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground to 20m First or Second Leg (at each end) to be tied within each row of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffold Continues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max between rows of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max to first row of ties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Notes:**

- This scaffold has been designed to have no more than m TWP, deck(s), working platform(s) (unless noted otherwise on the drawing).
- Working platforms are rated to Heavy Duty i.e. 6.6kN/bay (including up to 2.2kN/bay on adjacent hop up platforms).
- Scaffold stairs: Treads and landings within any 10m height are rated to 2.5kPa.
- Melbourne Branch: Laverton North 3026, 76 William Angliss Drive.
- Waco Kwikform Limited (ABN 48 002 835 396): (03) 8368 9220, melbourne@wacokwikform.com.au.
- This drawing is protected by Copyright laws. All rights to intellectual property contained in this drawing remain with Waco Kwikform Ltd. Any dissemination, distribution or copying of this drawing, without Waco Kwikform's prior written consent is strictly prohibited.

**Construction Issues:**

1. Do NOT obtain dimensions by scaling from the drawing.
2. Deck and hop up locations are indicative only (unless noted otherwise).
3. Refer to Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold".
4. This scaffold design relates to scaffolding components supplied by Waco Kwikform.
5. Consult with the designer for any changes.
6. scaffold designs outside the scope of Waco Kwikform documented information require specific design certification.
7. Unless noted otherwise, scaffolds with cladding attached (e.g. up to 70% solidity) are designed for gust wind speeds of up to 25m/s (90kmh). Signage or higher solidity cladding may require additional measures.
8. Adequacy of foundation / supporting structure:
   a. Soleboards should be used, where required, to distribute the load e.g. scaffold erected on compacted soil etc. The soleboard configuration required depends on the bearing capacity of the foundation e.g. for a typical working leg load of 20kN, with 0.5m x 0.225m soleboards min bearing pressure of 200kPa is required.
   b. It is the hirer's responsibility to ensure that all foundations / supporting structures are adequate to resist the loads from the scaffold without subsidence or deflection.
   - Typical imposed working loads include (specific loads provided upon request):
     i. up to 6kN horizontal load per tie.
     ii. up to 20kN vertical load per leg.
9. It is the hirer's responsibility to:
   a. Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
   b. Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
   c. Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.
10. Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100 mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.
11. Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.

### Tie Configuration Detail

- Max 4 m of scaffold permitted above the highest row of ties.
- Max 2 m of cladding (e.g. up to 70% solidity shadecloth) permitted above the highest row of ties.

**Additional Notes:**

- End bracing to all end bays.
- Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.
- Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.
This scaffold has been designed to have no more than:

- m TWP, deck(s), working platform(s) (unless noted otherwise on the drawing).

Working platforms are rated to Heavy Duty i.e. 6.6kN/bay (including up to 2.2kN/bay on adjacent hop up platforms).

CONSTRUCTION ISSUE
Subject to Design Certification

Drawing Notes:
01) Do NOT obtain dimensions by scaling from the drawing.
02) Deck and hop up locations are indicative only (unless noted otherwise).
03) Refer to Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold".
04) This scaffold design relates to scaffolding components supplied by Waco Kwikform.
05) Consult with the designer for any changes.
06) Scaffold designs outside the scope of Waco Kwikform documented information require specific design certification.
07) Unless noted otherwise, scaffolds with cladding attached (e.g. up to 70% solidity) are designed for gust wind speeds of up to 25m/s (90kmh). Signage or higher solidity cladding may require additional measures.
08) Adequacy of foundation / supporting structure
   a) Soleboards should be used, where required, to distribute the load e.g. scaffold erected on compacted soil etc. The soleboard configuration required depends on the bearing capacity of the foundation e.g. for a typical working leg load of 20kN, with 0.5m x 0.225m soleboards min bearing pressure of 200kPa is required.
   b) It is the hirer's responsibility to ensure that all foundations / supporting structures are adequate to resist the loads from the scaffold without subsidence or deflection.

Typical imposed working loads include (specific loads provided upon request):
   i) up to 6kN horizontal load per tie.
   ii) up to 20kN vertical load per leg.

09) It is the hirer's responsibility to:
   a) Maintain adequate foundations / supporting structures whilst the scaffold is erected e.g. avoid undermining or excavations in the vicinity of the scaffold.
   b) Ensure that the scaffold is not altered (including removal of ties) without permission from Waco Kwikform.
   c) Provide adequate vehicle impact protection.

10) Gap from scaffold platform to building face nominally 100 mm up to 225mm (on working faces) unless internal edge protection is fitted.

11) Ties are critical to the stability and structural capacity of scaffolding. Except as specifically noted on this drawing, all scaffolds are to be tied in accordance with Waco Kwikform "Guidelines For Safe Use Of Scaffold" and AS/NZS1576.6.

12) Except as specifically noted on this drawing, bracing must be installed as follows;
   a) End bracing to all end bays.
   b) Face bracing to the outside face of at least one bay in every three.

13) Chemical OR Mechanical masonry anchors used to secure cantilever beams, cantilever brackets or tension spurs are to be proof loaded to 1.25 x anchor load as specified on the design drawing.
**CONSTRUCTION ISSUE**

Subject to Design Certification